
Notes on Process and Pilgrimage in Cordoba 
Philip Franses 

As faculty of Schumacher College teaching 

Holistic Science, I am always looking to new 

ways of holding a transformative space. 

Process and Pilgrimage began its journey in 

2009 and this space has been transforming 

ever since, with my having organised events 

in UK, Italy and now Spain. These notes on 

Process and Pilgrimage in Cordoba June 5th 

to 8th tell the experience of losing the way in order to find it.  

My notes written shortly after are interwoven with the schedule which played its own part in the 

events unfolding. 

Process & Pilgrimage  At the Crossroads of Cordoba   June 5th to 8th 2014 

The goal of Process & Pilgrimage is always to find the dynamic question that moves a situation in a 

new way. Where this question comes from is as far as possible suggested from the silence itself.  

5th THURSDAY  

17:00   Meet at Teteria, welcome with tea 

A group of people meet in a tea house in Cordoba. The circumstances of the meeting have all 

suggested themselves. Shantena, with Cruz, offered to host a meeting at their new centre; we met 

Lubna from Palestine for the first time after the last event she attended, with the request we 

reconvene a new P & P; Salma, an upholder of old Cordoba culture and Sufi mystic, offered help 

when learning of our venture, then offered us her tea house to meet in.  The participants gathered 

already are the space we are destined to explore.  

17:30  Introductory session  At the Crossroads of Cordoba (Philip Franses) 

The introduction forms to fill the space. The subject to be addressed in this space is pre-suggested by 

the manner of its forming. Behind the words there is a feeling of reconnecting to the journey of P&P 

that is already some way advanced along its path. The silence and space open the deliberation on a 

question that is alive from previous meetings. There is a feeling that we are following a process, 

while at the same time being the medium of its articulation, a melody plucked from the strings of 

those participating. The space convened, the song fills the room with the challenge of movement, of 

sounding the individual presences faithful to what the silence seeks to express. A pattern appears as 

the people tell their purpose. The theme is of journey, but now the form it finds, is about Sufism, the 

philosophy of Ibn Arabi, the living unity of theology with science and philosophy in 12th century 

Cordoba. The unity of the lessons of experience face across the room from the separation and 

destruction lived between Israel and Palestine. The group settles about the form of the question it is 

to ask.  



19:00  Walk to Casa Andalusì and visit 

In the Casa Andalusi, an excellent museum set up by Salma in her traditional Andalusian home, the 

space is informed by the context of 12th century Cordoba. We walk along the ancient wall in the 

hearing of a Sufi chant by chance happening over the road, locked in conversations.  

19:30  Welcome to the ‘Andalusì’ experience (Salma Al Farouki) 

In the evening, Salma joins our group, who have returned to the tea room, and maybe sensing the 

vibrations, sings the silence in a prayer, that moves us all in our hearts.  

6th FRIDAY  

08:30   Travel to Centre Albayda 

The space offers itself as a riddle in which individuality is threaded into the weave of an inclusive 

song. The naming of the silence is the movement to which individual experience is called. And yet in 

speaking there is a transience that is bound to return the answer to the silence. The doorway of 

discussion does not betray the unnamed possibility of potential through which experience passes. 

Thus though I feel myself named the naming is specific to this context of the evocation of silence. 

09:00   Welcome to Albayda (Cruz Mañas Peñalver) 

Cruz introduces to Centre Albayda with a simple ceremony  - a beginning for the centre too. 

Quantum Physics and Experiencing (Shantena Sabbadini) 

Shantena’s introduction to quantum theory and the Tao is the perfect guide to how to fill a space 

while leaving its empty silence, intact. “The Tao that is named is not the real Tao”. The Tao describes 

in the beauty of poetry, the attempt to speak with words that point to what is beyond their finite 

utterance. 

11:30  Opening the Debate (Philip Franses, Lubna Masawra and others) 

The discussion focuses on the experience of living with boundaries, the physical check points 

imposed by the occupiers in Palestine on the one hand, and emotional isolation on the other. 

Boundaries are made when, in protecting oneself from a fear of being falsely named, (as the 

experience of being Jewish in the 1940’s) emotional or physical continuity is unpicked from all 

reality. In the fear of seeing any space free, every instance of life is separated from every other. To 

guard against being falsely named, emptiness is obsessively named before it can be spoken. The 

world mirrors outwardly what the inner question of the silence is asking. This was the culmination of 

the first session.  

But now something intervenes  

16:30   Visit Museo Vivo de Al-Andalus 

17:30  Ibn Arabi Today: the End of an Exile and the Change of Paradigm (Hashim 

Cabrera, Ibn Arabi scholar and artist) (Spanish with translation) 



19:30  Walk back to Teteria 

20:00   Dinner at Teteria 

A rather too rich afternoon programme hurries us to a museum, to a talk on Ibn Arabi, whose 

insights have to be worked out from the fragments of translated parts of sentences, then into eating, 

into a Sufi prayer that seems to take us away from all known ground, into a darkness approaching 

midnight and returning to our accommodation of being totally unsure of the way we were supposed 

to be following.  

In the middle of the night, I wrestle with this darkness and my folly of having let the way slip from 

my grasp into a busyness that was set to repeat the next day. Every detail of existence seems fallen 

from existence; the bedroom too big, the arrangements flawed, the whole endeavour cast upon 

futility.  

Only in the early hours does an answer resonate of the difference between the God that is named in 

tradition and the process of “naming” that is always unique and meaningful. Naming does not 

happen in closed secluded gatherings. Naming happens in the everydayness of common speech, not 

in the mountains, but in the valleys of everyday acts and callings. The next liberation at four in the 

morning is to realise that we can change the program, the timetable is not prescriptive. Instead of 

rushing the afternoon in another series of excursions, we can open inward to another session of our 

own group. We can allow the space primacy over the filling of activity. Such a hold does the 

authority of the timetable have that the opening of its detailing of time seems a huge task, when in 

actuality it is welcomed by everyone.  

7th SATURDAY 

08:00   Visit Mezquita 

In the morning we visit the Mezquita and its endless arches 

holding continual creativity in all its freshness. Each arch 

leads to new openings. And yet there is a unity in which the 

movement is held in one evocation of God. Naming is never 

partial. It is the movement to the precision of the word in 

the context of its overarching form. The unity is precise in its 

telling, the prayer accurate in the following of the mystery. 

But even here, the naming is the source of conflict, as the 

wrestle of ownership between the Church and local council 

for jurisdiction over the former mosque gathers force, in the loud playing of organ music over the 

silence.  

09:45   Travel to Centre Albayda 

At a low point of the day after a sleepless night, Manal and Lubna miss the appointed meeting point 

and the day seems already to be at the point of unravelling. But they do come shortly after under 

their own steam. Also everyone agrees on having a second session together at Albayda rather than 

heading back to town. Asking the group for their responses to the previous day, the hurriedness of 

the afternoon is commented on. Ruscha then reads a beautiful poem on love that returns the mood 



back to the previous morning’s coherence. (These are pivotal moments in the group’s venture, 

poised between unravelling and cohering in equal likelihood). Thalia then talks about the Kingdom of 

Heaven coming to earth being the real aim of the gathering.  This statement is the invitation for my 

night-filled wrestling to find voice.  

10:00   Time and Transformation (Philip Franses) 

The Kingdom of Heaven, the infinite, only appears when it is given a form. What we are doing in 

meeting to talk about God, is not to reverence some static image of Heaven. What is required in the 

manifesting of the Kingdom of Heaven is that a form is found in which God becomes an everyday 

aspect of existence on earth. I illustrate this with three examples. As example in India in “naming 

emptiness”, emptiness then turns into the most everyday experience. The naming of emptiness, in 

meditation and the use of 0 in the number system made of the concept something that was 

intuitively obvious to everyone. The naming brought the mystery into everyday use so it was there 

present to everyone. When we talk about the Kingdom of Heaven coming to earth, we mean this 

also in an everyday sense, in which the infinite is made routinely accessible through a speaking of its 

quality in everyday parlance. Another example was the one in Greece, the origin of harmony, 

proportion and ratio. Once spoken, the one became the everyday fact of life celebrated in every 

temple, music, science. Finally Judaism had made the infinite accessible, as a influence on all areas of 

daily life.  

All these namings from across the globe came together in Cordoba. The 0 of the decimal system 

arrived through from India through the Arabs, the translating of the Greek writings around the One 

into Arabic and the thriving of the Jews, exploring their own culture of relation to God, all 

concentrated in the elevation of culture experienced at Cordoba. 

The naming is not a fixing but is as when one is in love and the name of the other comes into one’s 

heart. All the different aspects of being are surprises that enrich the openness of naming. The 

naming is an address of the potential which has many contradictory forms, held in a single address. 

And once the naming has occurred, its meaning pervades all activity without comment, or 

intellectual effort, or need for systemisation.  

Naming does not form out of something totally new, but arises in the dark, decrepit, ruined 

wasteland of where the old names have fixed the world in stasis. Renewal comes through the very 

form that had fixed itself in a final description of the world. Naming renews the relation to the 

mystery. Our task is to name the world in all its mystery anew through the old elements that have 

outworn their usefulness.  

All the time, I am addressing Thalia and her comment about needing to bring the Kingdom of Heaven 

here on earth. Thalia, at the introduction told us of a dream, the reason for her deciding to come to 

Cordoba. In the dream, I was showing her my arm, on which she would write the song of the earth.  

She was surprised by the clarity of the dream, given she barely knew me.  

And now the silence speaks the need that the mystery be given a new name, in which everyday 

existence may form. Everything inverts until the very names we have for things translate to a calling 

through light into the mystery of the future. In this appeal to naming, light is born anew, without 

reference to any “thing” that existed before. There is no sense from an old perspective for what 



happens. And yet in the naming, if faith and patience are followed, the world attains a new 

orientation for its speaking. The speaking of the word is the very source of the light about which the 

world coheres in mystery. The silence when entered, is bound by its ancient principle, to deliver 

itself to the word of naming.  

Shireen observes that P &P is unity without the context of a container.  

Timeless 

The meaning of the space becomes eloquent between the words; For Love of the World (Patricia 

Shaw); reflecting in modern  context the political upheavals of ancient times: Daily Life in Al Andalus 

(Carlos Chevallier); to end the afternoon fittingly with a guide for further progress Notes for the 

Pilgrim towards Enlightenment (Thomas Daffern) 

8th SUNDAY  

On the last morning we walk with Salma (after many operations to restore her mobility after an 

accident) and friends to the hermitage on a nearby hill. We find ourselves with ten minutes before 

some people’s departure to reflect on our ascent. In a small room before the chapel, Thalia says she 

understood the love of the brotherhood of monks.  Salma in climbing the hill through the faith of 

spirit over a difficult terrain, typified the journey we had all made together.  

 

The next issue of Holistic Science Journal features more on this event, including articles written by 

the speakers: see  http://holisticsciencejournal.co.uk.   

http://journeyschool.org has additional background and details of previous events.  
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